G. George Pancol, Judge

George Pancol is a life-time resident of Indiana. He graduated from Anderson High School, Indiana University, and the IU School of Law, Indianapolis. After law school, he returned to Anderson and started a solo law practice, and worked in the prosecutor’s office as a public defender.

In 2009, George was elected to serve his first term as a Madison County Juvenile Court Judge after 30 years in private practice. In 2014, he was uncontested in his bid for re-election and is now serving his second term.

Denise G Garzon – Assistive Technology Specialist & Judge Pan

Over the past few years, George rapidly lost his vision and is now completely blind. In 2013, his wife Anne contacted VR Services. George received orientation and mobility training and worked with an itinerant rehabilitation teacher to safely navigate his environment without the use of his vision. George also learned new ways of performing various task at work, which included how to use assistive technology and specialized computer software like JAWS, and Dragon Naturally Speaking. With VR’s assistance in obtaining these services and receiving training on how to effectively use this assistive technology, George has been able to continue to perform his judicial duties. He is a testament to the fact that VR can truly make a difference in a life.